We find the Hamming weight distribution of some ciasser; of linear codes. The ~clic codes in these classes have composite parity-check polynomials.
Iutroduction
Let F = GF(q ), and let F' be ti !C -&mcnsional vector space over F. Eleme~lis of F4 are regarded as column vectors of length k. Let G be a k x n generator matrix for a linear code V crf block length n and dimension k over GF(q ). Such a code will be calied an [n, k ] code over GF(q).
In this paper we find the Hamming weight enumerators of an infinite number of linear codes. The codes which are investigated here include a class of codes whose Hamming weight enumerator polynomials have earlier been found by Oganesyan. Yagdzyan, and Tairyari (61.
The method applied here is related to the method which Helleseth, Kl$ve, and Mykkeltveit [4] , used in obtaining the weight enumerator polynomials of some irreducible cyclic codes.
Preliminaries
Let VI be an [n, k ] code over F which has a k x n generator matrix G. We first give a construction which gives UY an infinite class of codes \i, over F, which have weight enumerator polynomi;;rls R 9ich are related in a very nice way. Triis cunstruction consists of two st4$5 p Step 1, For every integer I 3 I we can consider G as a k x n generator matrix for an [n, k f code ever GF($). We call these codes V, for I 2 I.
%ep 2. Let B be an irreducible cyclic [(q' -I)/& -l), I] code over GF(q) where gcd(E, q -1) = !. Then every vector has weight q '--I. Also B is isomorphic to the T. Fi&?seth field GF(q'). If a is an element of order (4' -5)/(q -1) such that oc, aY, . . . , cp 9/-l are the nonzeros (roots of the parity-check polynomial) of B, the isomorphism can be defined as in Goethals 131: b(x)E B maps onto b(a)E GF(9') and 6 E CF(tf) maps onto the codeword (a(,, aI,. . . , u+ lYty-Ij-l)r where ~1 =Trf($br"') and TR:(x)='$x4'.
vector of length (9) -I)& -I) by the isomorphism described above. Then Vt becomes an [n (9 ' -1)/(9 -l), kl) code which we calI V, and a vector of weight i in V, becomes a vector of weight 9'~'i of Vl* Hence, starting from an [PI, k ] code VI over F we have constructed a sequence of 10 (9' -I)/(9 -l), kl) codes Vf over F via a sequence of f n, k ] codes Vf over GF(9').
If we let A,(z) and A,(z) denote the weight enumerator polynomials of VI and V, respectively we note that AI (z ) = A, (z 9"*').
(I)
It is therefore easy to find the weight distribution of V{ from the weight distribution of VI.
A very interesting fact is that the weight distribution of the codes Vf are related in a nice way and can be found by considering the generator matrix dt only. The following theorem which connects the weight distribution A, (z) of the various Vf is proved in Helleseth, Klave, and Mykkeltveit [4].
Theorem 2.1. Let V, be an fn, k ] cade with generator matrix G s (gtr ), g,, E E Let A, (z ) &note the weight enumerator poCynomial of 'r/r. 7'h Al(z) = 2 $ Al,(9' _ 3)(9' -9)+91 -9'-')t', t=o j-0 where A,, is the nidmkr of (k -j)dimensional subspaces of FL whick contain exactly n-i of the A u&m*9 f/:i G The case I = 1 has been known for some time. See MacWiCliams [S] . Note that the Ail's depend on G only and arc independent of 1. We can arrange the A, 's in an array:
is equivalent of finding the first column of the array, (i.e. to find how many (k -1 )-dimensional subspaces of F' which contains );t -i of $9~ n cofumns of G). To find A 7(.z) WC also need to find the second column etc. We also note that Al (2) is determined for every I 3 1 if we know all A&),..., AL(z)orAlt forO+sn,Oajsk.
In this paper we wif9 consider generatormatrices of two types G(1' and Gt2! Case 1. We let
,f* (3 where s, = (t) and u runs through al9 nonzcro vectors in PI, 0 thmtgh a11 nonzero vcctars in F'?. Thus k = kl + k, and n = (q&i -9)(qkx--9). Case 2. we let
(3 where si = (z) and I( runs through .., C EL * where S, has the property that every subset of kk vectors from St contains kt linearly independent vectors u through ai nonzero vectors in Fk2. Thus k = k, + k, and n = n&'l-1) where /$I = nl. As above we will construct infinite sequences of codes @I' and ci"' frown G "' and G(" respectively+ In Section 3 we wiil find the A,,% for G"' and G'? Using The,xem 2.1 and (1) we find A, (t ) for every I * 1 in the two cases Gx;~c.
Let $k denote the fami!) of subspaces of Fk. Let 2 denote the set of integers. In Section 3 we need the foli!)wing results. Theorem 2.2, which is the MBbius inversion formula on the lattice 9". and Lemma 2.3, can be found in Bender and Goldman [ 91.
Roof. We define fi (X) such that h (X) = &~~"6;Xgj (IJ). Then fi (X) = I ib ,..., q)(O,EFk and (u,,.~., Uj)CX)I, and therefore j'i(X)=q'~mx. By Theorem 2.2 we have
WrorX where rr = dimX. Hence we have
I3y Lemma 2.3 we get
too which was to be proved.
Determhrtion of Aif
Let 9: denote the family of j-dimensional subspaces of F', with 9" = lJfmo Pf.
Let k = k, + k2. When we write s = Q, we let u E Fkb and o CE Fk2. Let W E 9'. We define Uw = (u I(3 E W) E 9:; and TH' = {f 1 (t)E W) E SF;. It is ahen easy to see that '. is a basis for W whenever u l,. . . , Uj, and tl, . . . ) t,a are bases for UW and TW respectively and (E;), . . . , ("$ E W.
Sate that (E) E W and G.) E W impties that (V_)tl.) E W and therefore u -tr' E Tw. iLet W, W'E 5'. It is then straightforward to check the foliowing: Ix: G be a k, x nl matrix with componarcs fsam F, let S1 denote the set of mn vectors of G,, and let n, = IS,/.
Let G be the k x n,(qkz -1) matrix with components from F such that 6 =(s,.s* ,..',
s,],
where sI = (z) and u, u run through at1 possible combinations u E S1, o E Fki -(0). We let S denote the set of column vectors of G. If SI consists of al1 nonzero vectors in Fki, then G = G"' as defined in (2). If Sr has the property that every set of k J vectors from Si are linear independent, then C = W2' as defined in (3). Note that in this case Cl is the generatormatrix of an [ nl, k I] maximum distance separable code.
In this section we find the Ali's of Theorem 2.1 for 6"' and G'*'. To simplify notations we let I+,, = An-r.k -+ Hence El,, = 1 {W E 9) 11 W fl S 1 = i)! . Vie let &@ = A Zt-i.ki-1 where A*, refers to G I.
Using the Lemma 3.2.
IW basis for W E SF given in (4) we get:
We kaue
Proofs By (4) we get which was to be prot:ed. arc linear independent and we choose ui = s:, u,! = s:, . . . , u, = SC awd let up+i, upa. . . . , u,, be arbitrary such that uI, ur.. . . , u,, is a basis for U.
Let W E 9:. Using the basis in (4) fot W we divide 3: into two classes depending on dim Uw. WehaveOsyGpsj,<k,. The number of W E 9: such that dim Uw = jl, I U, n S,! '=; p, dim ?k fz j:, and i{i lsri ETw, 1Gi Gp}f=y is by Lemma 3.1 since BF!* is the number of choices of & such that dim Uw = j, and f Uw T"r S, 1 = p, [f;] is the number of choices of 'I& such thk\t dim Tw = jr, q (k~*-i~xf~ -C' is the number ctf choices of a, t 19 a>, +2, l s . , q,, itnd (pv)(q k,-'l -lr-' is the number of of choices of 01, @a, l * *, u, such that exactly y of these belong to Tw, when every u, for i = 1,2,..., jr runs through a complete set csf representatives of F'TIk. Every such W E S: give 1 W fI S f = w is ._ y.
Class 2. Let dim CL = k ,, Then our basis for Uw is
Herr* $4 = Up + Tw E F$/'I'w. When Pi runs through a complete set of representatives, then 6, runs through the vectorspace F'2/'OG of dimension fb2 -j2. We consider 6, as elements of Fkz' '2 for i = I, 2,. . . , j,. Let V" = (a E F"I 1 XfL, a& = 6). Then V" is the orthogonal complement of the rowspace of the (kz -it) x k, Since every W E l 9: belongs t< I I c a ss 1 or class 2 we get Theorem 3.4 when we combine (5) and (6).
Applications
In this section we will apply th : results obtained in Sections 2 and 3, and we wilI find the Hamming weight enumerator polynomials of some cyclic codes which havt: composite parity-check polynomials, and whose weight enumneratar polynomials hilve not been reported eartic: except in a few cases.
Using Theorem 2.1, Thef,rem 3.3, Theorem 3.4, and (1) we are able to construct a se' luence of codes \il!, J a 1, with known weight distribution, starting from a code VI with generator matrix Go' or @ '*! we next show that if V, ;s a cyclic fn, k] code then Vl can be taken to be a cycI;c [n(q' -I)/(4 -l), kf] code over F when gco(n,(q' -l)/(q -1)) rz 1.
If V, is a cyclic [n, k ] co& over F with parity-check polynnmiat h(x) E F[ c], then K is a cyclic [ rt, k ] code over GF(4') with h (x ) as parity-check polynomial for 
Thus the purity check ;x@norninl of c, is a product of two irreducible polyn(~minla of degree k ,I and k,t respectivefy. Since G "' and W are closely related. the weight distribution of q'I fw every I b I can easily he calculated from Theoten 2.1. which are roots of two irreducible potynomiats of degree 3 and 6. The weight distribution of o3 is according to Theorem 3.3 (or Theorem 3.4) and (1) A(2)"
I +Zlz"-+ f47t"+3432".
